Sources of Inaction in Household Finance:
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We build an empirical model to attribute delays in mortgage refinancing to psychological costs inhibiting refinancing until incentives are sufficiently strong; and behavior, potentially attributable to information-gathering costs, lowering the probability of household refinancing per unit time at any incentive. We estimate the model on administrative panel data from Denmark, where mortgage refinancing without cash-out is unconstrained. Middle-aged and wealthy households act as if they have high psychological refinancing costs; but older, poorer, and less-educated households refinance with lower probability irrespective of incentives, thereby achieving lower savings.

We use the model to understand frictions in the mortgage channel of monetary policy transmission. (JEL E52, G21, G51, R31)

A pervasive finding in studies of household financial decision-making is that households respond slowly to changing financial incentives. Inaction is common, even in circumstances where market conditions are changing continuously, and actions often occur long after the incentive to take them has first arisen. Well-known examples include participation, saving, and asset allocation decisions in retirement savings plans, and portfolio rebalancing in response to fluctuations in risky asset
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In this paper we study mortgage refinancing, a particularly important decision given the size of mortgages relative to household budgets, with a view toward shedding light on the underlying structural determinants of inaction. We do so in Denmark, an environment uniquely suited to analyzing these questions, using a large panel of high-quality administrative data.

One standard explanation for inaction is that there are fixed costs of taking action, so that households do so only when the benefits are sufficiently large: \((S,s)\) models of optimal inaction in the presence of fixed costs have been a staple of the economics literature since the 1950s. They have been used to model many different decisions, including those by firms to change their prices (Caplin and Spulber 1987, Caballero and Engel 1991, Caplin and Leahy 1991) and decisions by households to switch health insurance plans (Handel 2013). These models are sometimes called “state-dependent,” because financial incentives determine whether an action is taken.

In the case of mortgage refinancing, monetary fixed costs justify an inaction range until the interest rate saving reaches an optimal threshold that triggers refinancing. Inaction beyond this point can be explained by psychological costs of refinancing that shift the threshold, widening the inaction range. These psychological costs could reflect the value of time spent executing a refinancing, possibly augmented by behavioral present bias that makes households reluctant to incur current time costs for the sake of future benefits (Laibson 1997, O’Donoghue and Rabin 1999).

As an initial step to evaluate this state-dependent approach, we calculate an optimal refinancing threshold for each household-quarter in our data, using a model recently proposed by Agarwal, Driscoll, and Laibson (2013)—henceforth, ADL—that includes monetary but no psychological refinancing costs. We show that households commonly fail to refinance despite having potential interest rate savings greater than the ADL threshold. This finding of pervasive slow refinancing is consistent with results reported by Agarwal, Rosen, and Yao (2016) and Keys, Pope, and Pope (2016) in US data.

Is this evidence consistent with a state-dependent model that also allows for fixed unobserved psychological refinancing costs? In a static setting where each household is observed only once, unobserved refinancing costs can explain any pattern of refinancing behavior. Since refinancing depends on the distribution of thresholds, this distribution can be backed out directly from the data, but the model implies no further restrictions. In a dynamic setting where households are observed repeatedly, however, a state-dependent model of inaction with fixed, unobserved refinancing costs does restrict behavior. This model predicts that no household will ever refinance for the first time at an incentive (an interest saving relative to its household-specific threshold) that is lower than one it faced at an earlier period; and after a first-time refinancing, a household will never refinance at a different incentive, or fail to refinance at a higher

---

1 See, for example, Agnew, Balduzzi, and Sunden (2003); Choi et al. (2002, 2004); and Madrian and Shea (2001) on retirement savings plans, and Anagol, Balasubramaniam, and Ramadorai (2018); Bilias, Georgarakos, and Halissos (2010); Brunnermeier and Nagel (2008); and Calvet, Campbell, and Sodini (2009a) on portfolio rebalancing.

2 We verify that our results are not sensitive to the parameterization of the ADL optimal refinancing model or to our decision to use the ADL model as the rational refinancing benchmark. We also compare the ADL threshold to the recommendations of financial advisors and to the decisions of prompt Danish refinancers.
incentive, than the one that triggered the initial refinancing. These restrictions are far from satisfied by household behavior in our panel data.

To relax these restrictions, one needs a model in which household behavior varies over time. One possibility is that observable factors change the cost of refinancing, and hence shift the threshold, as in Handel (2013). However, most of the household characteristics that we observe in the data are either fixed or evolve smoothly over time; and we find that the exceptions (life events such as getting married or having children) have relatively minor effects on refinancing behavior.

A second possibility is that unobserved shocks move the costs of taking action, as in Nakamura and Steinsson’s (2010) model of firms’ price-setting. Standard discrete-choice models, such as the logit and probit models, specify that an action is taken if a random shock is large enough that a linear combination of household characteristics plus the shock exceeds a fixed threshold. If a new shock is drawn for each household in each period, then the refinancing decisions of a given household need not be tightly related across different periods. Models of this sort can be extremely flexible if the distribution of shocks is allowed to vary across households and over time; but for this very reason, they can sometimes be difficult to interpret in terms of a plausible economic model of household behavior.

A third possibility is that households pay a fixed cost not only to refinance a mortgage, but also to gather information, and to evaluate the costs and benefits of refinancing. Models with fixed information-gathering costs generically imply that agents gather information only intermittently, when the benefits of doing so exceed these costs. Agents in these models will take action only in periods in which they have gathered information and evaluated the net benefit, even if the incentives to take action are stronger in other periods. Such models have been applied to firms’ price-setting behavior by Alvarez, Lippi, and Paciello (2011) and Stevens (2020) among others, and to household behavior by Duffie and Sun (1990); Gabaix and Laibson (2002); Reis (2006a, b); and Abel, Eberly, and Panageas (2007, 2013) among others.

When information-gathering is observable, it is possible to structurally estimate models with costs of both gathering information and taking action (Alvarez, Guiso, and Lippi 2012; Stevens 2020). Information-gathering at the household level is not often observable, however, and in our context, we only observe the household refinancing outcome. Accordingly, we take a more reduced-form approach. We begin with a state-dependent model of fixed refinancing costs. The baseline version of this model assumes that the psychological refinancing cost is the same for all households with the same observable demographic characteristics, but in an extension of the

---

3 In other contexts, such as price-setting by firms, there may also be observable idiosyncratic shocks to the benefit of taking action. Midrigan (2010), for example, shows that industry-level technology shocks which change optimal prices affect the probability that firms change their actual prices. In our context, however, there are no idiosyncratic shocks to the financial benefit of refinancing, which depends only on fixed mortgage characteristics and the interest rate available on new mortgages.

4 Such a fixed cost of gathering information is distinct from a cost that increases in the content of the information, as in the “rational inattention” models of Sims (2003), Moscarini (2004), Woodford (2009), and Matejka and McKay (2015).

5 A few recent attempts have been made to use investor-level login information on financial platforms to shed light on models of inattention (see, e.g., Olafsson and Pagel 2018, Quispe-Torreblanca et al. 2020). These papers suggest behavioral motivations to explain login behavior, rather than information-gathering costs.
model we allow for unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity in psychological refinancing costs. To this model we add a probability less than one of considering a refinancing in any period, as in Calvo (1983). To relax some of the restrictions implied by a strict Calvo-style model of “time-dependent” inaction, we allow this probability to vary both with observable household characteristics and with time fixed effects, capturing cross-sectional and time-series determinants of the cost and perceived benefit of gathering mortgage market information. Finally, we allow random shocks to affect household choice in each period, but we assume that these shocks have a constant distribution across households and over time.

Our parameterization of time-varying behavior is not the only possible one; as discussed above, we could, for example, have modeled heterogeneous time-variation in the refinancing threshold. That said, the model we estimate has both good explanatory power in-sample and good predictive power out-of-sample in subsets of our data, and the time-varying component is important for this performance. We view the model both as a parsimonious summary of refinancing behavior and as a first step to evaluate the potential importance of information-gathering costs in driving that behavior.

Conditional on the structure of our model, we can separately estimate fixed psychological refinancing costs and the reduced-form parameters that we use to characterize time-dependent inaction. In our panel data a household that monitors mortgage markets continuously but has a high psychological refinancing cost will rarely refinance at a low incentive, but will reliably do so when the incentive exceeds its threshold. A household with a low probability to even consider refinancing in a given period, on the other hand, will have a low refinancing propensity that is relatively insensitive to the level of incentives it faces; and if such a household does refinance more than once, there will be little tendency for incentives to be similar at each refinancing date.

Estimating the model on the Danish data, we document how demographic characteristics affect both psychological refinancing costs and our parameters that capture time-varying behavior. We find that psychological refinancing costs are hump-shaped in age and generally increasing in measures of socioeconomic status, with a particularly large effect on financially wealthy households. This pattern is consistent with the idea that such costs reflect, at least in part, the unmeasured value of time spent on mortgage refinancing. By contrast, older households with lower education, income, housing wealth, and financial wealth are well described by a Calvo-style model with a low refinancing probability. This is consistent with the hypothesis that information-gathering costs are important for these households, making them less likely to consider a mortgage refinancing, regardless of the financial incentive to do so. Overall, our findings suggest that psychological refinancing costs and information-gathering costs affect different types of households.

In addition to providing insights into the sources of inaction in household finance, our work has implications for the transmission of monetary policy through the mortgage refinancing channel. Consider for example a one-time decline in interest rates to a lower level that then remains unchanged. In a model where many households have a low probability of considering a refinancing in any period, the interest rate decline has delayed effects on refinancing because some households react only with a lag. In contrast, in a model with pure state-dependent inaction, the interest rate
decline generates an instantaneous refinancing wave by the subset of households whose refinancing incentives move above the higher threshold defined by their psychological refinancing costs. However there is no further refinancing predicted by the pure state-dependent model after the initial period. We show how these predictions play out in the Danish data using a series of counterfactual, partial equilibrium simulations from our model.

A note on the data is in order. Our empirical work analyzes a comprehensive administrative dataset on refinancing decisions in Denmark between 2009 and 2017. The Danish mortgage system is ideal for our purpose because, while it is similar to the US system in that long-term fixed-rate mortgages are common and can be refinanced without penalties related to the level of interest rates, it differs in two ways that facilitate our analysis.

First, Danish households are free to refinance their mortgages whenever they choose to do so, even if their home equity is negative or their credit standing has deteriorated, provided that they do not “cash out” by extracting home equity. Danish borrowers can add the fixed costs of refinancing to their mortgage balance without triggering the cash-out restriction, so refinancing does not require liquid financial assets and is not affected by borrowing constraints. In the US mortgage system, by contrast, households are constrained from refinancing when they have negative home equity or impaired credit scores, and it is difficult to accurately measure these constraints. These features of the Danish mortgage system allow us to study household refinancing behavior without having to control for the additional constraints that restrict refinancing in the United States.

Second, the Danish statistical office provides us with accurate administrative data on household demographic and financial characteristics at each point in time, for all mortgage borrowers including both refinancers and non-refinancers. This allows us to measure the prevalence of time- and state-dependent slow refinancing across demographic groups. This again stands in contrast with the US system, where it is challenging to measure borrower characteristics continuously. These are reported only at the time of a mortgage application in the United States, through the form required by the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA), and hence one cannot directly compare the characteristics of refinancers and non-refinancers at a point in time using these data.

Related Literature.—Almost all previous research on mortgage refinancing has studied US data. Slow mortgage prepayment and risk created by random time-variation in prepayment rates were the main preoccupations of a large literature on the pricing and hedging of US mortgage-backed securities in the years before the global financial crisis of the late 2000s. Since the financial crisis, there has been interest in the extent to which slow refinancing, caused either by household inaction or by barriers to refinancing, has reduced the effectiveness of expansionary US monetary policy (Agarwal et al. 2015, Auclert 2019, Beraja et al. 2019, Di Maggio et al. 2017). Two exceptions to the US focus of the refinancing literature are Miles (2004) and Bajo and Barbi (2018), which study the United Kingdom and Italy.

---

6 See, for example, Schwartz and Torous (1989); McConnell and Singh (1994); Stanton (1995); Deng, Quigley, and Van Order (2000); Bennett, Peach, and Peristiani (2001); and Gabaix, Krishnamurthy, and Vigneron (2007).
respectively. Badarinza, Campbell, and Ramadorai (2016) advocates more generally for an international comparative approach to household finance.

Within the US refinancing literature, many papers have tried to overcome the limited data available on refinancing constraints and the characteristics of non-refinancing households. Agarwal, Rosen, and Yao (2019) and Keys, Pope, and Pope (2016) use a number of ingenious techniques to handle these problems, combining available data to impute household variables that they cannot observe such as current creditworthiness and demographic characteristics. Keys, Pope, and Pope (2016) and Johnson, Meier, and Toubia (2015) also study preapproved refinancing offers that eliminate refinancing constraints, but these are relatively infrequent and thus samples are small. In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, the US government tried to relax refinancing constraints through the Home Affordable Refinance Program (HARP), but the effectiveness of this program remains an outstanding research question (Agarwal et al. 2015, Tracy and Wright 2012, Zandi and deRitis 2011, Zhu 2012).

Our work is also related to a broader literature on the difficulties households have in managing their mortgage borrowing. Campbell and Cocco (2003, 2015) specify models of optimal choice between FRMs and ARMs, and optimal prepayment and default decisions, showing how challenging it is to make these decisions correctly. Chen, Michaux, and Roussanov (2020) similarly study decisions to extract home equity through cash-out refinancing, while Khandani, Lo, and Merton (2013) and Bhutta and Keys (2016) argue that households used cash-out refinancing to borrow too aggressively during the housing boom of the early 2000s. Bucks and Pence (2008) provide direct survey evidence that ARM borrowers are unaware of the exact terms of their mortgages, specifically the range of possible variation in their mortgage rates, and Woodward and Hall (2010, 2012) and Bhutta, Fuster, and Hizmo (2018) argue that borrowers pay excessive mortgage fees because they do not shop for lower-cost mortgages.

Finally, as already discussed, our paper relates to a large literature on the price-setting decisions of firms. Early work specifying pure time-dependent price adjustment rules (Taylor 1980, Calvo 1983) or pure state-dependent rules (Caplin and Spulber 1987, Caballero and Engel 1991, Caplin and Leahy 1991) has given way to richer models like ours that incorporate both elements (Nakamura and Steinsson 2010; Alvarez, Lippi, and Paciello 2011; Alvarez, Guiso, and Lippi 2012). However the price-setting literature has recently focused on explaining firms’ tendencies to offer temporary sales prices even while regular prices adjust more slowly (Bils and Klenow 2004, Midrigan 2011, Stevens 2020), a phenomenon that has no parallel in our mortgage refinancing context.

The organization of our paper is as follows. Section I explains the Danish mortgage system and household data. Section II summarizes the deviations of Danish household behavior from a benchmark model of rational refinancing. Section III sets up our econometric model with both time-dependent and state-dependent inaction, estimates the model empirically, and interprets the cross-sectional patterns of

---

7 Earlier attempts to control for constraints and measure refinancer and non-refinancer characteristics include Archer, Ling, and McGill (1996); Campbell (2006); Caplin, Freeman, and Tracy (1997); LaCour-Little (1999); and Schwartz (2006).
coefficients. This section also assesses the robustness of our results to the mortgage sample and the specification of the optimal refinancing threshold, and uses our model to ask how plausible modifications to the mortgage system might affect refinancing behavior. Section IV concludes. An online Appendix provides many supporting details.

I. The Danish Mortgage System and Household Data

A. The Danish Mortgage System

The Danish mortgage system is similar to the US system in offering long-term fixed-rate mortgages without prepayment penalties, but it has a number of design features that differ from the US model (Campbell 2013, Gyntelberg et al. 2012, Lea 2011). In this section we briefly review the funding of Danish mortgages and the rules governing refinancing. Online Appendix Section A provides some additional details on the Danish system.

Mortgage Funding.—Danish mortgages, like those in some other continental European countries, are funded using covered bonds: obligations of mortgage lenders that are collateralized by pools of mortgages. These bonds are currently issued by seven mortgage banks, who operate in a highly competitive market and charge very similar mortgage rates and administration fees. While mortgages on various types of property are eligible as collateral for mortgage bonds, mortgages on residential property dominate most collateral pools.

Danish mortgage banks act as intermediaries between investors and borrowers. Investors buy mortgage bonds which are issued by the mortgage banks and backed by a pool of mortgages, while borrowers take out mortgages from the banks. All lending is secured, and once banks initially screen borrowers, they have no further influence on mortgage rates, which are entirely determined by the market. Borrowers pay the coupons on the mortgage bonds, as well as a fee to the mortgage bank to compensate for administrative costs and the bank’s credit exposure. This fee is roughly 70 basis points on average, and depends on the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio on the mortgage, but is otherwise independent of household characteristics. Borrowers’ retail banks work with the mortgage banks to arrange mortgage issuance and settle monthly payments.

Under this system mortgage payments, including prepayments, flow directly to covered bond investors. As a result, prepayments do not affect the cash flows received by mortgage banks, except through their effect on fee receipts on account of contract termination. If a borrower defaults, however, the mortgage bank must replace the defaulted mortgage in the pool that backs the mortgage bond. This ensures that investors are unaffected by defaults in their borrower pool so long as the bank remains solvent. In effect, bond investors bear interest rate and prepayment risk, while mortgage banks retain credit risk.8

8Banks’ credit risk exposure is reduced by the fact that Danish mortgages, like those in other European countries and in some US states, have personal recourse against borrowers.
Traditionally the Danish system has been dominated by fixed-rate mortgages, although adjustable-rate mortgages have become more popular in the last 15 years. Badarinza, Campbell, and Ramadorai (2018) report that the average share of adjustable-rate mortgages in Denmark was 45 percent in the period 2003–2013, with a standard deviation of 13 percent. At the beginning of our sample period in 2009, the adjustable-rate mortgage share was roughly 40 percent.

**Refinancing.**—Fixed-rate mortgage borrowers in Denmark have the right to prepay their mortgages without incurring penalties. As in the United States, refinancing fees increase with mortgage size but do not vary with the level of interest rates. However, the prepayment system in Denmark also differs from the US system in several important respects.

An important feature is that the Danish mortgage system imposes minimal barriers to any refinancing that does not “cash out” (in a sense to be made more precise below). Danish borrowers can refinance their mortgages to reduce their interest rate and/or extend their loan maturity, without cashing out, even if their homes have declined in value (i.e., even when they have negative home equity). Related to this, refinancing without cashing out does not require a review of the borrower’s credit quality. Moreover, refinancing costs do not need to be paid up front, but can be added to mortgage principal as part of a refinancing, without being counted as a cash-out. These features of the system imply that all mortgage borrowers, including those whose credit quality has deteriorated, can benefit from a decline in interest rates, even in a weak economy with declining house prices and consumer deleveraging.

Mortgage banks have incentives to refinance mortgages in this way because, as previously mentioned, they do not receive mortgage cash flows but do bear credit risk; and refinancing to take advantage of lower interest rates reduces the risk of default by lowering mortgage payments and relieving household budgets. Retail banks, similarly, have incentives to advise their customers to refinance because they earn fees for arranging the transaction. This structure reduces refinancing frictions that have been identified in the US market arising from imperfect competition in mortgage origination (Agarwal et al. 2015).

The mechanics of refinancing in Denmark are as follows. A mortgage bank, working on behalf of a borrower, repurchases mortgage bonds corresponding to the mortgage debt, and delivers them to the mortgage lender. This repurchase can be done either at market value or at face value. It is advantageous to repurchase bonds at market value if interest rates have risen since mortgage origination, but in an environment of declining interest rates such as the one we study, it is cheaper to repurchase bonds at face value as in a US refinancing.

---

9 Denmark does not have a system of continuous credit scores like the widely used FICO scores in the United States. Instead, there is what amounts to a 0/1 scoring system that can be used to label an individual as a delinquent borrower (dårlig betaler) who has unpaid debt outstanding. A delinquent borrower would be unlikely to obtain a mortgage, but a borrower with an existing mortgage can refinance, without cashing out, even if he or she has been labeled as delinquent since the mortgage was taken out.

10 In a rising interest-rate environment, the option to repurchase bonds at market value is a valuable feature of the Danish mortgage system. It prevents “lock-in” by allowing homeowners who move to buy out their old mortgages at a discounted market value rather than prepaying at face value as is required in the US system. It also allows homeowners to take advantage of disruptions in the mortgage bond market by effectively buying back their own debt if a mortgage-bond fire sale occurs.
An important point is that mortgage bonds in Denmark are issued with discrete coupon rates, historically at integer levels and more recently at 50-basis point intervals. Market yields, of course, fluctuate continuously. Danish mortgage bonds can never be issued at a premium to face value, since this would allow instantaneous advantageous refinancing, and normally are issued at a discount to face value; in other words, the market yield is somewhat above the discrete coupon at issue. This implies that to raise, say, DKK 1 million for a mortgage, bonds must be issued with a face value which is higher than DKK 1 million. Refinancing the mortgage in an environment of falling rates requires buying the full face value of the bonds that were originally issued to finance it. Therefore the interest saving from refinancing in the Danish system is given by the spread between the coupon rate on the old mortgage bond (not the yield on the mortgage when it was issued) and the yield on a new mortgage.

Similarly, refinancing increases mortgage principal because new bonds must be issued at a discount to repurchase the old ones. However, such a transaction does not count as a cash-out refinancing provided that the market value of the newly issued mortgage bonds is no greater than the face value of the old mortgage bonds plus any refinancing costs that have been borrowed as part of the refinancing.

Importantly, this increase in mortgage principal has a much smaller impact on Danish borrowers than it would do in the US mortgage system. Danish borrowers have the option to pay off their mortgage at market value or face value (an option that survives even in the event of default). And, at mortgage origination, market value is below face value, so market value is the relevant measure of the burden of the debt. The higher face value becomes relevant only in the event that interest rates decline far enough for borrowers to consider a second refinancing. In that event, the refinancing incentive will once again be the spread between the coupon rate on the mortgage bond and the currently prevailing yield.\footnote{We are grateful to Susan Woodward for discussions on this point.}

Cash-out refinancing does require sufficiently positive home equity and good credit status. For this reason, cash-out refinancing has been less common in Denmark in the period we examine since the onset of the housing downturn in the late 2000s. In our dataset 26 percent of refinancings are associated with an increase in mortgage principal of 10 percent or more, enough to classify these as cash-out refinancings with a high degree of confidence. In the paper we present results that include these refinancings, but in Section IIIE we show that our results are robust to excluding them.

\section*{B. Danish Household Data}

\textit{Data Sources.}—Our dataset covers the universe of adult Danes in the period between 2009 and 2017, and contains both demographic and economic information about this population. We derive data from four different administrative registers made available through Statistics Denmark.

We obtain mortgage data from the Danmarks Nationalbank, which in turn obtains the data from mortgage banks through the Association of Danish Mortgage Banks (Realkreditrådet) and the Danish Mortgage Banks’ Federation.
(Realkreditforeningen). The data are annual and cover all mortgage banks and all mortgages in Denmark (Statistics Denmark 2019b). We have personal identification numbers for borrowers, identification numbers for mortgages, and information on mortgage terms (principal, outstanding principal, coupon, annual fees, maturity, loan-to-value, issue date, etc.).

We obtain demographic information from the Danish Civil Registration System (CPR Registeret). These records cover the entire Danish population and include each individual’s personal identification number (CPR), as well as their name, gender, date of birth, and marital history (number of marriages, divorces, and history of spousal bereavement). The records also contain a unique household identification number, as well as CPR numbers of each individual’s spouse and any children in the household. We use these data to obtain demographic information about mortgage borrowers (Statistics Denmark 2019a, e).

We obtain income and wealth information from the Danish Tax Authority (SKAT). This dataset contains total and disaggregated income and wealth information by CPR numbers for the entire Danish population. SKAT receives this information directly from the relevant third-party sources, because employers supply statements of wages paid to their employees, and financial institutions supply information to SKAT on their customers’ deposits, interest paid (or received), security investments, and dividends. Because taxation in Denmark mainly occurs at the source level, the income and wealth information are highly reliable (Statistics Denmark 2019f).

Some components of wealth are not recorded by SKAT. The Danish Tax Authority does not have information about individuals’ holdings of unbanked cash, the value of their cars, debt owed to private individuals, defined-contribution pension savings, private businesses, or other informal wealth holdings. This leads some individuals to be recorded as having negative net financial wealth because we observe debts but not corresponding assets, for example in the case where a person has borrowed to finance a new car.

Finally, we obtain the level of education from the Danish Ministry of Education (Undervisningsministeriet). This register identifies the highest level of education and the resulting professional qualifications. On this basis we calculate the number of years of schooling (Statistics Denmark 2019c, h, i).

**Sample Selection.**—Our sample selection entails linking individual mortgages to the household characteristics of borrowers. We define a household as one or two adults living at the same postal address. To be able to credibly track the ownership of each mortgage we additionally require that each household has an unchanging number of adult members over two subsequent years. This allows us to identify 2,698,011 Danish households overall in 2009 (the number of households increases slightly over time, to 2,884,184 in 2017).

To operationalize our analysis of refinancing, we begin by identifying households with a single fixed-rate mortgage. This is done in four steps, year-by-year. First we...
identify households holding any mortgages in a given year, leaving us with, for example, 960,159 households in 2009. Second, to simplify the analysis of refinancing choice, we focus on households with a single mortgage observed in two consecutive years, leaving us with 641,786 households in the 2009–2010 consecutive year period. Third, we focus on households with fixed-rate mortgages, as these are the households who have financial incentives to refinance when interest rates decline. This leaves us with 330,350 households holding a single fixed-rate mortgage which we can track in the 2009–2010 consecutive year period. Following this approach to data construction, our final sample has 2,376,815 household observations across the eight years. Finally, we expand the data to the quarterly frequency using mortgage issue dates reported in the annual mortgage data, giving us a total of 9,351,183 household-quarters during which we can study refinancing decisions.\textsuperscript{13}

We observe a total of 378,421 refinancings across the eight years, i.e., a refinancing rate of approximately 4 percent. Of these refinancings, 113,333 were from fixed-rate to adjustable-rate mortgages, and 265,088 from fixed-rate to fixed-rate mortgages (or in a small minority of cases, to capped adjustable-rate mortgages which have similar properties to true fixed-rate mortgages). We treat both types of refinancings in the same way and do not attempt to model the choice of an adjustable-rate versus a fixed-rate mortgage at the point of refinancing.\textsuperscript{14}

Collectively, our selection criteria ensure that the refinancings we measure are undertaken for economic reasons. Refinancing in our sample occurs when a household changes from one fixed-rate mortgage to another mortgage (whether it is fixed- or adjustable-rate) on the same property. Mortgage terminations that are driven by household-specific events, such as moves, death, or divorce, are treated separately by predicting the probability of mortgage termination, and using the fitted probability as an input into our models of optimal refinancing. This approach differs from that of the US prepayment literature, which seeks to predict all mortgage terminations regardless of their cause.

II. Deviations from Rational Refinancing

A. The Optimal Refinancing Threshold

A household should refinance when its incentive to do so is positive. We write the incentive as $I_{it}$, to indicate that it depends on the characteristics of household $i$ and the household’s mortgage at time $t$. In the Danish context the incentive is the coupon rate on the mortgage bond corresponding to the current mortgage $C_{it}^{old}$, less

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{13}This is less than the number of yearly observations times four, because some households refinance from a fixed-rate mortgage to an adjustable-rate mortgage, and drop out of the sample in subsequent quarters in the year. Our imputation of quarterly refinancings will be incorrect if a mortgage refinances twice in the same calendar year (since only the second refinancing will be recorded at the end of the year), but we believe this event to be exceedingly rare.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{14}The comparison of adjustable- and fixed-rate mortgages is complex and has been discussed by Dhillon, Shilling, and Sirmans (1987); Brueckner and Follain (1988); Campbell and Cocco (2003, 2015); Koijen, Van Hemert, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2009); Johnson and Li (2014), and Badarinza, Campbell, and Ramadorai (2016) among others. We verify in Section IIIE that our results are robust to excluding refinancings from fixed- to adjustable-rate mortgages.}
the interest rate on a new mortgage $Y_{it}^{new}$, less a threshold level $O_{it}$, which again depends on household and mortgage characteristics:

\[ I_{it} = (C_{it}^{old} - Y_{it}^{new}) - O_{it}. \]  

Optimal refinancing of a fixed-rate mortgage, given fixed costs of refinancing, is a complex real options problem. The optimal refinancing threshold $O_{it}$ takes the fixed cost of refinancing into account, and captures the option value of waiting for further interest-rate declines. To measure $O_{it}$, for our main analysis we adapt a formula due to Agarwal, Driscoll, and Laibson (2013). (In Section IIIE we verify that our results are not sensitive to this specific formulation of the threshold, by recomputing the threshold using the approach of Chen and Ling 1989). The ADL model assumes that mortgages have an infinite maturity with principal declining at an exogenous constant rate, that mortgages may be refinanced multiple times, that mortgage borrowers are risk-neutral with respect to refinancing proceeds, and that the mortgage interest rate follows an arithmetic random walk. The last assumption approximates the behavior of the long-term interest rate in standard term structure models, because substantial predictability in long-term interest rate changes would imply highly profitable trading strategies in long-term bonds which are ruled out by such models.

ADL’s closed-form solution for the refinancing threshold $O_{it}$ is

\[ O_{it} = \frac{1}{\psi_{it}} [\phi_{it} + W(-\exp(-\phi_{it}))], \]

(2)

\[ \psi_{it} = \sqrt{\frac{2(\rho + \lambda_{it})}{\sigma}}, \]

(3)

\[ \phi_{it} = 1 + \psi_{it}(\rho + \lambda_{it}) \frac{\kappa(m_{it})}{m_{it}(1 - \tau)}. \]

(4)

Here $W(\cdot)$ is the Lambert $W$-function, and $\psi_{it}$ and $\phi_{it}$ are two household-specific inputs to the formula, which in turn depend on interpretable marketwide and household-specific parameters. The marketwide parameters are $\rho$, the discount rate; $\sigma$, the volatility of the annual change in the interest rate; and $\tau$, the marginal tax rate that determines the tax benefit of mortgage interest deductions. Although the Danish tax system is progressive, the tax benefit of mortgage interest deductions is applied at a fixed tax rate, consistent with ADL’s assumptions. We calibrate these parameters using a mixture of the recommended parameters in ADL and sensible values given the Danish context, setting $\sigma = 0.0074$, $\tau = 0.33$, and $\rho = 0.05$.

An important household-specific parameter is $m_{it}$, the size of the mortgage for household $i$ at time $t$. This determines $\kappa(m_{it})$, the monetary refinancing cost. We establish from a sample of price lists obtained from Danish mortgage banks, and from conversations with these banks, that the total DKK monetary cost of refinancing is well approximated by

\[ \kappa(m_{it}) = 3,000 + \max(0.002m_{it}, 4,000) + 0.001m_{it}. \]

(5)
The first two terms correspond to bank handling fees in the range DKK 3,000–7,000 (about US$450–1,050) and the third term represents the cost incurred to trade mortgage bonds to implement the refinancing. For extremely large mortgages, the third term may not increase directly with the size of the new mortgage (as there are significant incentives for wealthy households to shop, and variation across banks in their “capping” policies) so we additionally winsorize \( \kappa(m_{it}) \) at the ninety-ninth percentile of (5), a value just below DKK 10,000 (about $1,500). This additional winsorization does not make a material difference to our results.

The remaining household-specific parameter is \( \lambda_{i,t} \), the expected rate of decline in the real principal of the mortgage for reasons other than rate-reducing refinancing. Following ADL, we define \( \lambda_{i,t} \) as

\[
\lambda_{i,t} = \mu_{i,t} + \frac{Y_{i,t}^{old}}{\exp(Y_{i,t}^{old}T_{i,t}) - 1} + \pi_t.
\]

The three terms in this expression are the exogenous mortgage termination hazard \( \mu_{i,t} \), the rate of nominal principal paydown, and the inflation rate \( \pi_t \).

We estimate \( \mu_{i,t} \) at the household level using additional data in an auxiliary regression. Mortgage termination can occur for many reasons, including the household relocating and selling the property, experiencing a windfall and paying down the principal amount, or simply because the household ceases to exist because of death or divorce. (We infer these events from the register data, and of course, exclude refinancing from the definition of mortgage termination.) Without seeking to differentiate these causes, we use all households with a single fixed-rate mortgage and estimate, for each year in the sample,

\[
\mu_{i,t} = p(Termination) = p(\mu'z_{it} + \epsilon_{it} > 0),
\]

where \( \epsilon_{it} \) is a standard logistic distributed random variable, using a vector \( z_{it} \) of household characteristics.\(^{15}\)

The remaining variables in (6) are \( Y_{it}^{old} \), the yield on the household’s preexisting (old) mortgage; \( T_{i,t} \), the number of years remaining on the mortgage; and \( \pi_t \), the inflation rate. We calculate the yield on the old mortgage using mortgage bond yields in 10-year maturity bands.\(^{16}\) We set \( \pi_t \) equal to realized consumer price inflation over the past year, a standard proxy for expected inflation that varies between 2.0 percent and 3.0 percent during our sample period (Statistics Denmark 2019g).

\(^{15}\)Online Appendix Table B1 reports the estimated coefficients, and Figure B1 shows a histogram of the estimated mortgage termination probabilities, with a dashed line showing the position of the ADL suggested “hard-wired” level of 10 percent per annum. The mean of our estimated termination probabilities is 11.4 percent, larger than the median of 8.1 percent because the distribution of termination probabilities is right-skewed. The standard deviation of this distribution is 10.1 percent.

\(^{16}\)That is, in each quarter, for mortgages with 10 or fewer years to maturity, we use the average 10-year mortgage bond yield to compute incentives, and for remaining tenures between 10–20 years (greater than 20 years) we use the average 20-year (30-year) bond yield. These 10-, 20-, and 30-year yields are calculated as value-weighted averages of yields on all newly issued mortgage bonds with maturities of 10, 20, and 30 years, respectively.
Figure 1 plots the ADL threshold level in basis points associated with each fixed cost in DKK. The figure shows that the ADL threshold is a concave function of fixed costs, but becomes roughly linear at high levels of fixed costs. The level and slope of the function are considerably greater for smaller mortgages, and slightly greater for older mortgages with shorter remaining time to maturity, because fixed costs are more important relative to interest savings for these mortgages. This implies that for any given mortgage, the threshold rises over time as principal is paid down and remaining maturity declines; hence, the incentive to refinance declines over time if the interest rate remains unchanged. This effect is small for new mortgages (and for most of the mortgages in our sample), but it becomes increasingly important as mortgages age. In Section IIIE we discuss the sensitivity of the threshold to the parameters we have assumed.

We note two minor limitations of the ADL formula in our context. First, it gives us the incentive for a household to refinance from a fixed-rate mortgage to another fixed-rate mortgage. Some households in our sample refinance from fixed-rate to adjustable-rate mortgages, implying that they perceive a new ARM as even more attractive than a new FRM. We do not attempt to model this decision here but simply use the ADL formula for all initially fixed-rate mortgages and refinancings, whether or not the new mortgage carries a fixed rate. We verify in Section IIIE that our results are robust to excluding FRM-to-ARM refinancings.

Second, the ADL formula ignores the fact, unique to the Danish system, that refinancing may increase the mortgage principal balance because the coupon on the new mortgage bond is lower than the market yield. Because Danish households have the option to pay off a mortgage at market value, which is below face value immediately after a refinancing, this increase in the mortgage principal has no economic
effect except in the event that interest rates decline in the future to the point where the household considers refinancing the new mortgage. The value of the refinancing option attached to the new mortgage is determined by the new mortgage bond coupon, and is lower than that assumed by the ADL formula whenever that coupon is lower than the current market yield, in other words, whenever the mortgage principal increases. In Section IIIE, we bound the magnitude of this effect by comparing the ADL model with an alternative model due to Chen and Ling (1989) that excludes subsequent refinancings entirely.

B. Refinancing and Incentives

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of Danish fixed-rate mortgages, and households’ propensity to refinance them. As mentioned earlier, we have over 9.3 million quarterly observations of household mortgages. The average mortgage has an outstanding principal of DKK 983,000 (about $147,000), just over 23 years to maturity, and a loan-to-value ratio of 60 percent. These characteristics are fairly stable over our sample period, although principal and loan-to-value ratios do increase somewhat in later years.

The average refinancing rate in our sample is 4 percent per quarter, and among these, 70 percent are refinanced to fixed-rate mortgages, and 30 percent to adjustable-rate mortgages. The incentive to refinance, calculated using coupon rates on outstanding mortgage bonds in relation to current mortgage yields less the threshold estimated from the ADL formula (1) from the previous section, is negative for 56 percent of the household-quarter observations and positive for the remaining 44 percent. The refinancing rate is much lower at negative incentives (1.3 percent) than at positive incentives (7.6 percent).

Figure 2 illustrates the cross-sectional distribution of incentives and refinancing activity in greater detail. The top panel of the figure is a histogram of incentives, treating each household-quarter as a separate observation. The distribution of incentives is centered slightly to the left of zero, but with a long right tail, including some incentives well above 2 percent. The frequency of refinancing at each incentive is superimposed on this histogram: it rises from a low level in the neighborhood of a zero incentive, peaks at an incentive around 1.25 percent, and declines at higher incentives.

The second panel of Figure 2 is a histogram of incentives at which refinances occur, treating each refinancing as a separate observation. The increase in the refinancing rate at positive incentives, shown in the top panel, shifts the histogram in the second panel to the right relative to the histogram in the top panel. Most refinances occur at modest positive incentives, but about 18 percent occur at negative incentives and others at large positive incentives.

The third panel of Figure 2 illustrates the tendency for refinancing to be substantially delayed relative to the first date at which a household has a positive incentive to refinance. The figure plots the Kaplan-Meier survival curve for mortgages with positive incentives, taking account of censoring caused either by a return to a negative incentive, or by the end of the sample period. The figure shows that even four
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17 Online Appendix Table B2 reports year-by-year quantiles of this distribution.
years after a positive incentive is reached, about one-half of mortgages have still failed to refinance.

Figure 3 illustrates the dynamics of refinancing in relation to refinancing incentives. The top panel is a bar chart that shows the number of refinancings in each quarter. Our sample includes three large refinancing waves, in 2010, 2012, and 2014–2015, and a smaller refinancing wave in 2016–2017. Between these waves there were quiet periods in 2011, 2013, and late 2015.

The components of each bar are shaded to indicate the coupon rate of the refinancing mortgage, with high coupons shaded pale blue and low coupons shaded dark blue, from 6 percent or above at the high end to below 3 percent at the low end. Unsurprisingly the higher coupons tend to refinance earlier in our sample period.

The bottom panel of Figure 3 plots the Danish mortgage interest rate (measured as the minimum average weekly mortgage rate during each quarter) as a solid line declining over the sample period from almost 5 percent to below 2 percent, with upticks that align with the quiet periods of low refinancing activity (Finance Denmark 2019). The horizontal colored lines in this panel show the average ADL refinancing thresholds for mortgages with each coupon rate from 6 percent to 2.5 percent. Taken together, the top and bottom panels of the figure show that each refinancing wave is dominated by mortgages for which the interest rate has

### Table 1—Characteristics of Danish Fixed Rate Mortgages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A. Household quarter observations</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>At higher incentives</th>
<th>At lower incentives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>9,351,183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal remaining (million DKK)</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years remaining on mortgage</td>
<td>23.226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan-to-value (LTV) ratio</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction refinancing</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed rate to fixed rate refinancing</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction with negative ADL incentive</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which refinance</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction with positive ADL incentive</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which refinance</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B. Household observations</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>At higher incentives</th>
<th>At lower incentives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of households</td>
<td>614,811</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction never refinancing</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction refinancing once</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction refinancing twice</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction refinancing three or more</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: These statistics are calculated using all unique mortgages taken by households in Denmark with an unchanging number of adult members, and with a single fixed rate mortgage. In panel A, the rows show, in order, the total number of household-quarter observations in the data; the average principal remaining (outstanding) on these mortgages in millions of Danish kroner (DKK); the average number of years remaining before mortgages mature; the average loan-to-value (LTV) ratio on these mortgages; the fraction refinancing in a quarter (i.e., the fraction of households that refinanced their preexisting mortgage voluntarily rather than refinancing for exogenous reasons such as moving house); the fraction refinancing from a fixed rate mortgage (FRM) to another FRM; the fraction of all mortgages with negative refinancing incentives calculated using the Agarwal, Driscoll, and Laibson (2013) formula; the fraction of mortgages with negative ADL incentives which refinance; the fraction of mortgages with positive refinancing incentives computed using the ADL formula; and the fraction with positive ADL incentives which refinance. In panel B, the rows document the fractions of households refinancing either once or multiple times during the sample period. The columns document the fractions of these households refinancing at incentives which are either greater than, or less than or equal to, incentive levels previously experienced over the sample period.
already passed the ADL threshold. This is another way to see that Danish mortgage borrowers do not respond promptly to positive ADL refinancing incentives.

C. Taking Account of Heterogeneous Refinancing Thresholds

The evidence reported so far could be consistent with a pure state-dependent model in which households have heterogeneous unobserved refinancing thresholds. If we had a single cross-section of mortgage refinancing, we could never reject such a model. The observed refinancing rate by ADL incentive in the top panel of Figure 2 would tell us the fraction of households at each ADL incentive level that have a positive incentive relative to their own unobserved threshold, but the model would not place any restrictions on the data.
Because we observe households over time, we can use the dynamics of refinancing to show that a pure state-dependent model is inadequate to explain Danish household behavior. Panel B of Table 1 reports summary statistics by household. Of the 614,811 households in our dataset, almost 50 percent never refinance, 40 percent refinance once, 9 percent refinance twice, and 1 percent refinance three or more times. Once a single refinancing has been observed, the pure state-dependent model has two strong implications that contrast with graphical evidence shown in Figure 4.

First, a household that refinances should never do so at an ADL incentive that is lower than the highest incentive it has previously experienced. For the 50 percent of households that refinance at least once in our dataset, the top panel of Figure 4 shows the histogram of the difference between the incentive at the refinancing date and the highest previous incentive. This difference is frequently negative (35 percent of observations), implying that households could have got better rates by refinancing earlier. This finding is particularly striking since the downward trend in interest rates during our sample period implies that increases in refinancing incentives are more common than declines.

Second, a household that has refinanced once should always refinance again when the same ADL incentive is reached. For the 10 percent of households that refinance at least twice in our dataset, the second panel of Figure 4 shows the distribution of the difference between the incentive at second refinancing and the incentive at first refinancing. This distribution is extremely dispersed, with a standard deviation of 327 basis points, contrary to the point mass at zero implied by a pure state-dependent model.
The pattern in the middle panel cannot be explained by short delays in household refinancing decisions. The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows the Kaplan-Meier survival curve after a mortgage that has been refinanced once reaches the ADL incentive that previously triggered refinancing. It is common for mortgages to go several years without refinancing in these circumstances.

D. Household Characteristics and the Costs of Slow Refinancing

How do observable household characteristics affect refinancing behavior? In online Appendix Table B3 we provide a comprehensive set of descriptive statistics for all households with a fixed-rate mortgage. In our full sample, 25 percent of all households consist of a single member, and 63 percent are married couples. The remainder are cohabiting couples. A total of 41 percent of households have children living in the household. In each year an average 1 percent of households got married and 4 percent experienced the birth of a child.

We have direct measures of financial literacy, defined as a degree in finance or economics, or professional training in finance, for at least one member of the household. Here, 6 percent of households are financially literate in this strong sense. A larger fraction of households, 16 percent, have members of their extended family...
(including nonresident parents, siblings, in-laws, or children) who are financially literate.

The table also compares household characteristics between refinancing and non-refinancing households (measured in January of each year). Refinancers are more likely to be married and to have children, and less likely to be single. They are also more likely to be experiencing important life events such as marriage or the birth of a child. Our two measures of financial literacy are also higher for refinancing households.

In our empirical analysis we use demeaned ranks of age, education, income, financial wealth, and housing wealth rather than the actual values of these variables. Online Appendix Table B4 reports selected percentiles of the underlying distribution.
for all households, and separately for refinancing and non-refinancing households. A comparison of ranked variables across refinancers and non-refinancers shows that refinancers are younger and better educated, and have higher income and housing wealth but lower financial wealth. We find similar patterns when we look separately at households with positive and negative ADL refinancing incentives in online Appendix Table B5, or when we estimate logit refinancing models that include all demographic variables simultaneously with refinancing incentives.

Older and less educated households with lower income and housing wealth refinance less often. As a way to quantify the ex post costs of this behavior in our sample period, we follow households through the sample and compare the interest savings realized from households’ actual refinancing decisions with those that would have been realized by an optimal strategy of refinancing at the ADL threshold in each quarter. We call the difference between these two savings “missed” interest rate savings, a measure of the cost of slow refinancing along the particular path that interest rates followed in our sample. The procedure allows households to refinance multiple times if it would have been optimal to do so. Savings are calculated as a percentage of mortgage principal, in DKK, and as a percentage of household income and then averaged across households. Results are reported in online Appendix Table B6.

Figure 4. Evaluating Whether Refinancing Activity Occurs at a Household-Specific Threshold (continued)

Notes: This figure illustrates refinancing activity to check whether households have idiosyncratic thresholds at which they always refinance. The top plot shows the histogram of the difference between computed incentives at the point at which households refinance and the best ever incentive experienced over the sample period prior to the point of refinancing; the second plot focuses on households that refinance at least twice, and plots the histogram across these households of the difference between the incentives at the two refinancing points; and the third plot shows the Kaplan-Meier “survival” (i.e., non-refinancing) estimate, i.e., plotting the number of quarters at which the household has incentives above those which they previously refinanced at but do not subsequently refinance, accounting for data censoring.
As a percentage of mortgage principal, we estimate an average of 55 basis points of realized savings across all households in all years of our sample, but 98 basis points of optimal savings implying 43 basis points of missed savings. Missed savings average DKK 2,700 per year and 58 basis points of household income.

On average, missed savings are substantial and positive in all quarters of our sample. This is true despite the fact that, along a path of declining interest rates, delayed refinancing can result in a lower interest rate after refinancing and hence an ex post benefit at the end of our sample period. While some households do pay lower rates at the end of the sample than they would have if they had refinanced optimally, this is not the case on average: which may not be surprising in light of the fact that almost 50 percent of households in our sample do not refinance at any time during our sample period.

When we sort households into quintiles by ranked variables we find that older people, less educated people, and people with lower income and housing wealth miss greater savings as a percentage of their mortgage principal. In contrast, there is little effect of financial wealth on missed savings. Missed savings can be a substantial fraction of income for some groups: for example, they average 86 basis points of income for households in the lowest education quintile and 118 basis points of income for households in the lowest income quintile.

Figure 5 summarizes these patterns graphically. The figure plots refinancing efficiency, defined as the ratio of realized savings to optimal savings in DKK, across quintiles of the distribution for age, education, income, financial wealth, and housing wealth. Refinancing efficiency is hump-shaped in age with a peak around 75 percent at roughly the twenty-fifth percentile of age in the sample, and a decline among older households to about 60 percent. It increases with education, income, and housing wealth from about 50 percent to about 75 percent, and is fairly flat around 70 percent in relation to financial wealth. These estimates support the concern expressed by Miles (2004); Campbell (2006); Agarwal, Rosen, and Yao (2016); and Keys, Pope, and Pope (2016) that the mortgage refinancing decision is challenging for some people. We now estimate a structural refinancing model to gain greater insight about the nature of this challenge.

III. A Model of Slow Refinancing

A. A Mixture Model of Refinancing Behavior

State-Dependent Inaction: Refinancing with Psychological Costs.—Consider a model of mortgage choice in which the probability that a household \( i \) refinances its fixed-rate mortgage at time \( t \) (the event \( y_{it} = 1 \)) depends on the household’s perceived refinancing incentive, its responsiveness to the incentive, and a standard logistic distributed stochastic choice error \( \epsilon_{it} \) following Luce (1959).

The refinancing probability of the household \( i \) at time \( t \) can be written as

\[
p_{it}(y_{it} = 1|z_{it}; \varphi, \theta_i, \beta) = p(\exp(\beta)I^*(z_{it}; \varphi, \theta_i) + \epsilon_{it} > 0).
\]

Here \( z_{it} \) is a set of household and mortgage characteristics at time \( t \). The parameter vector \( \varphi \) and the household-specific scalar \( \theta_i \) interact with those characteristics to
determine the level of the refinancing incentive $I^*$. The scalar parameter $\beta$ governs the household’s responsiveness to the incentive; for simplicity we do not allow this parameter to vary across households.

We model the refinancing incentive using the ADL model from the previous section, with one important change. The refinancing cost $\kappa(m_{it})$, which in the rational model depends only on the size of the mortgage $m_{it}$, is now replaced by

$$\kappa^*(m_{it}, z_{it}; \varphi) = \kappa(m_{it}) + \exp(\varphi'z_{it} + \theta_i),$$

where

$$\theta_i \sim N(0, \sigma^2_\theta).$$

Here observable characteristics $z_{it}$ add a psychological component to the refinancing cost through the term $\varphi'z_{it}$. The effect of household characteristics captures a great deal of the observed heterogeneity in refinancing behavior. However, there still may be heterogeneity related to unobservables, and this is captured by the random variable $\theta_i$ which has cross-sectional variance $\sigma^2_\theta$. The modified refinancing incentive $I^*(z_{it}; \varphi, \theta_i)$ is given by equations (1)–(7), replacing (5) with (9).

For given $\theta_i$, this specification implies that the likelihood contribution of each household choice is

$$\mathcal{L}_i(\varphi, \theta_i, \beta) = \Lambda\left([2y_{i,t} - 1]\left[\exp(\beta I^*(z_{it}; \varphi, \theta_i))\right]\right).$$

**Figure 5. Refinancing Efficiency**

Notes: This figure plots the average refinancing efficiency, calculated as the ratio of actual savings to counterfactual savings (counterfactual estimated under optimal refinancing), as a function of the ranked variables of age, education, income, financial wealth, and housing wealth.
where $\Lambda\left( \cdot \right)$ is the inverse logistic function, $\Lambda(x) = \exp(x)/(1 + \exp(x))$. This model of household choice underlies the commonly used logit regression.

When $\sigma^2_\theta > 0$, $\theta_i$ is random, and in this case we have a model with random coefficients. Estimation of such a model can be undertaken using maximum simulated likelihood (MSL) methods. The essential idea of MSL methods is to evaluate the likelihood for random draws of $\theta_i$, for each household from the proposed distribution of $\theta_i$, and then to average these simulated likelihoods. So each likelihood evaluation involves $H$ extra evaluations, where $H$ is the number of random draws from the distribution. Advances in computational power, and clever ways of drawing random sequences to ensure good coverage of the intended density with minimal $H$, make it feasible to undertake MSL for a problem such as ours.\(^8\)

### Time-Dependent Inaction: A Mixture Model

To capture the phenomenon of time-dependent inaction, we use a mixture model.\(^9\) We assume that households can be in one of two states which we call “awake” and “asleep.” In each period a household is asleep with probability $w_{it}$ and awake with probability $1 - w_{it}$, where $0 < w_{it} < 1$. Awake households refinance with the probability given above in equation (8). Asleep households refinance with zero probability, which can be captured numerically by altering (8) to have a large negative refinancing incentive.

The probability that a household is asleep in any period is modeled by

$$w_{it}(\chi) = \frac{\exp(\chi'z_{it})}{1 + \exp(\chi'z_{it})}.$$  

The likelihood contribution for household $i$ is a finite mixture of proportions:

$$\mathcal{L}_{it}(\chi, \varphi, \theta_i, \beta) = w_{it}(\chi) \mathcal{L}_{it}^{\text{asleep}}(\varphi, \theta_i, \beta) + (1 - w_{it}(\chi)) \mathcal{L}_{it}^{\text{awake}}(\varphi, \theta_i, \beta).$$

This leads to the household log-likelihood function over our sample specified as

$$\ln \mathcal{L}(\chi, \varphi, \theta_i, \beta) = \sum_t \sum_i \ln(\mathcal{L}_{it}(\chi, \varphi, \theta_i, \beta)).$$

This framework models deviations from rational refinancing using two parameter vectors $\chi$ and $\varphi$, a scalar parameter $\sigma^2_\theta$ that governs the variance of $\theta_i$ in equation (14), and a scalar parameter $\beta$. The parameter vector $\chi$ captures the demographic determinants of the probability that a household is awake and responding to refinancing incentives in a given period. The parameter vector $\varphi$ determines whether particular demographic characteristics are associated with higher or lower psychological refinancing costs. The scalar parameter $\sigma^2_\theta$ captures unobserved permanent heterogeneity in household psychological refinancing costs. Finally, the scalar parameter $\beta$ determines the responsiveness of households in each period to the
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\(^8\) Standard references include Gouriéroux and Monfort (1996), Train (2009), and Cameron and Trivedi (2005). Von Gaudecker, van Soest, and Wengström (2011) and Handel (2013) are recent applications of the methods that we employ.

\(^9\) Mixture models have a long history in statistics since Pearson (1894). A recent survey is presented in McLachlan and Peel (2000). Two applications where mixture models are used to uncover decision rules are El-Gamal and Grether (1995) for Bayesian updating behavior, and Harrison and Rutström (2009) for models of decision-making under risk.
modified refinancing incentive. One interpretation of this parameter is that it reflects unobserved household-level shocks to the refinancing threshold, which are uncorrelated both across households and over time.

In any cross-section these parameters determine a set of curves, each of which relates the refinancing frequency for a household with a given set of demographic characteristics to the ADL refinancing incentive at a point in time. The model implies that each curve has a logistic form, close to zero for highly negative incentives and positive for highly positive incentives. The height of the curve for highly positive incentives measures the probability that the given type of household is awake. The horizontal position of the point where the curve reaches half of this height measures the increment to the ADL threshold implied by the average psychological refinancing costs for this type of household. The slope of the curve at this point is governed by the parameters $\sigma_\theta^2$ and $\beta$, which for simplicity we do not allow to vary with household demographics.

Together, the model’s parameters govern household behavior over time and tell us the relative importance of time-dependent and state-dependent inaction in explaining failures to refinance. For example, if the parameters $\phi$ and $\sigma_\theta^2$ are estimated to be zero, then there are no psychological costs of refinancing. In this case every household will eventually refinance whenever they face a positive ADL incentive to do so, implying that the problem is time-dependent inaction. If on the other hand the parameters $\chi$ imply that households are always awake, then households will refinance whenever they reach the threshold determined by their particular psychological refinancing costs, implying that state-dependent inaction is the cause of refinancing failures. In the former case, a modest decline in interest rates will eventually induce all households to refinance, whereas in the latter case a sizable interest rate movement is required for some households to overcome the psychological costs that inhibit refinancing.

B. Comparing Alternative Specifications

We first explore the relative importance of the various elements of our model. Table 2 reports parameter estimates for a series of models with an increasing number of parameters. We do not report standard errors for the estimated parameters, since all coefficients are statistically significant at the 1 percent level or less. Instead, we summarize the fit of each model using a pseudo $R^2$ statistic based on the log-likelihood of the model relative to Model 4, the model which includes both state-dependent and time-dependent inaction, restricted to be the same for all households and time periods.

All models include the parameter $\beta$, and in Model 1, this is the sole parameter. The estimate of $\beta$ in Model 1 is $-1.35$, indicating that each 1 basis point change in the incentive in the neighborhood of a zero incentive increases the refinancing probability by only 6 basis points. The relative fit of this model is very poor, since it implies a refinancing rate that is too high on average and varies little with refinancing incentives.

Model 2 adds a scalar psychological refinancing cost $\varphi$, equal for all households, to this basic model. The fit of the model improves somewhat but the estimate of $\beta$ is still very low and the estimated $\varphi = 6.13$ is unreasonably high, implying a psychological refinancing cost of DKK 457,602, or approximately $69,000.
Model 3 eliminates $\varphi$ but adds a scalar parameter $\chi$ governing the probability that households are asleep, which is equal for all households. The estimated magnitude of $\chi = 2.38$ implies that 92 percent of households are asleep in any given quarter. In this model, $\beta$ is estimated to be 1.30 implying a 92 basis point response of the refinancing probability to the incentive around zero for the 8 percent of households
who are awake. This model fits considerably better than Model 2, another indication that time-dependent inaction is important to explain Danish household behavior.

Model 4 includes both $\varphi$ and $\chi$ parameters in addition to $\beta$. The fit of the model further improves, and the estimated parameters appear sensible. Estimated $\varphi = 2.44$ in this model implies a more realistic psychological cost of DKK 11,439, or approximately US$1,716. From Table 1, 44 percent of the household-quarter observations are above the ADL threshold. Augmenting the ADL threshold by DKK 11,439 implies that only 12 percent of household-quarters are above the augmented threshold. The estimated magnitude of $\chi$ implies that 84 percent of households are asleep each quarter. Finally, $\beta$ of 0.75 implies a 47 basis point response of the refinancing probability to the incentive around zero for the 16 percent of households who are awake.

Model 5 adds unobserved heterogeneity in psychological refinancing costs by estimating a free parameter $\sigma^2 \theta$ using the MSL method. While this parameter, like all others in the table, is statistically significant at the 1 percent level, the improvement in pseudo $R^2$ is modest, at 0.7 percent.

Models 6 through 9 explore the importance of adding time effects and mortgage age effects to the reference Model 4. These can be added either to the psychological refinancing cost $\varphi$ or to the asleep probability $\chi$. Model 6 adds time effects to $\varphi$, and Model 7 also adds mortgage age effects to $\varphi$. Model 8 instead adds time effects to $\chi$, and Model 9 also adds mortgage age effects to $\chi$.

Models 6 and 8 show large gains in pseudo $R^2$ from adding time effects, implying that the refinancing waves illustrated in Figure 3 are not simply the result of interest rate declines pushing households across fixed thresholds, but also result from shifts over time in household responses to incentives. However, the improvement in explanatory power is considerably greater in Model 8, at 4.1 percent, than in Model 6, at 2.9 percent. In other words, the intuitive procedure of including time effects in the time-dependent element of the model, the probability that households are asleep, delivers a superior fit.

Mortgage age effects also contribute to explanatory power, and again the fit is superior when these effects are added to the asleep probability $\chi$ rather than the psychological refinancing cost $\varphi$. Model 9, the best model considered so far, has a pseudo $R^2$ of 5.2 percent.

Further gains in explanatory power are obtained by adding demographic variables. Model 10 adds demographic covariates to both $\varphi$ and $\chi$, increasing the pseudo $R^2$ to 6.9 percent. The magnitudes of the estimated parameters in Model 10 are sensible. For the reference household in the last quarter of the sample, the estimated $\varphi$ implies psychological refinancing costs of DKK 12,768 or roughly US$1,914; $\chi$ implies that 96 percent of reference households are asleep in this quarter; and $\beta$ implies a 57 basis point response of the refinancing probability to a 1 basis point change in the incentive around zero for reference households who are awake.\footnote{The reference household is an unmarried couple without children, and with no financial literacy in the household or the extended family, living in Copenhagen with median age, education, income, wealth and housing wealth, and with a recently issued mortgage.}

Model 11 adds a free parameter $\sigma^2 \theta$ to Model 10, estimating the model using the MSL method. The improvement in pseudo $R^2$ is extremely small at 0.1 percent. Given the computational burden of estimating random coefficients models and the negligible
improvement in fit, we drop unobserved heterogeneity in psychological refinancing costs from further consideration and proceed with Model 10 as our base case.

To complement the analysis of in-sample explanatory power presented above, we also evaluate the ability of our model to predict refinancing behavior out of sample. The bottom of Table 2 reports two measures of out-of-sample pseudo $R^2$ for models 6 through 10. These are the models that include time effects, mortgage age effects, and (in Model 10) demographic effects, but do not allow for unobserved heterogeneity in refinancing thresholds.

We estimate these models in expanding windows 2010–2011, 2010–2013, and 2010–2015, and use the resulting estimates to forecast refinancing in three two-year windows 2012–2013, 2014–2015, and 2016–2017. Table 2 reports the average out-of-sample pseudo $R^2$ statistics across these three windows, using two different approaches. The first approach restricts the forecasts to only use data available during the estimation window, with time fixed effects set to the average value estimated over the in-sample expanding window. The second approach allows time fixed effects to be freely estimated in the out-of-sample windows while other model parameters are held fixed at their in-sample values: this is to compare how the models differ in their ability to predict cross-sectional variation in the data over and above any ability to fit aggregate variation in refinancing rates. Naturally the second “unconstrained” case delivers higher pseudo $R^2$ statistics, but the comparison across models is very similar. With both methods the pseudo $R^2$ increases monotonically as we move from Model 6 to Model 10, just as it does for the in-sample analysis. These results strengthen the case that Model 10 delivers a reliable description of Danish household refinancing behavior.

C. Properties of Our Baseline Model

We now explore in detail the ability of our baseline model (Table 2, Model 10) to fit the Danish data. Figure 6 shows the sample distribution of incentives, together with the observed sample refinancing probability at each incentive level. As previously discussed, most incentives are negative, but there is a substantial fraction of positive incentives. The observed refinancing probability increases strongly around the zero level, peaking at an incentive slightly above 1 percent. Very few observations have positive incentives greater than this, so the observed sample refinancing probability at high incentive levels is based on limited data and is correspondingly noisy.

Figure 6 also shows our model’s predicted refinancing probability, and the estimated average probability that households in each incentive bin are awake. The model-predicted refinancing probability captures the overall cross-sectional pattern of refinancing quite well, although it underpredicts refinancings with extremely negative incentives and overpredicts refinancings with extremely positive incentives, both areas in which the data are sparse. The figure also shows that the probability that households are awake is somewhat noisy across bins, but averages about 10 percent for households with negative incentives, rises to 15 percent for households with low positive incentives, and declines to about 7 percent for households with high positive incentives. This pattern is the result of demographic variation in the population at each incentive level, as incentives do not directly enter our specification for the probability that households are awake.
Figure 7 shows the estimated cross-sectional distribution of refinancing costs and their implications for the interest savings that induces refinancing. The left side of the figure measures refinancing costs in DKK, while the right side reports the implications of these costs for the position of the interest threshold. The top left panel shows financial refinancing costs varying from a little over DKK 3,000 to the upper winsorization point just below DKK 10,000, with a mean of DKK 5,850. The top right panel reports the distribution of the corresponding ADL refinancing threshold, varying from about 50 to about 250 basis points, with a mean of 83 basis points and standard deviation of 37 basis points.

The middle left panel of Figure 7 shows the psychological refinancing costs in DKK, varying from almost zero to about DKK 30,000 with a mean of 10,400. Unsurprisingly, these costs lead to large increases in the threshold that triggers refinancing, as shown in the middle right panel of Figure 7. Threshold increases have a mean that is comparable to the ADL threshold, but a standard deviation that is almost twice as large. Finally, the bottom panels of Figure 7 show the distributions of total refinancing costs and the total threshold that triggers refinancing. The total threshold is shifted to the right and spread out by the psychological refinancing costs, with a mean of 146 basis points and a standard deviation of 60 basis points.

A striking pattern documented in online Appendix Table B7 is that households’ ADL refinancing thresholds are almost uncorrelated with their psychological...
refinancing costs in DKK, but are strongly positively correlated with the increments to the refinancing threshold caused by those psychological refinancing costs. The correlation between the ADL threshold and the psychological refinancing cost is $-0.02$, but the correlation between the ADL threshold and the psychological increment to the refinancing threshold is $0.87$. The reason for this pattern is that refinancing costs in DKK have a larger impact on the refinancing threshold for smaller, older mortgages as illustrated in Figure 1. Households with these mortgages therefore
tend to have both higher ADL thresholds and higher increases in the thresholds caused by their psychological refinancing costs.

Turning to time-dependent inaction, the top panel of Figure 8 reports the cross-sectional distribution of the probability that households were asleep in a typical quarter of our sample (using sample average time effects and mortgage age effects). There is strong time-variation in this distribution as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 8 using a box-whisker plot. Quarters with high refinancing activity are explained by the model not as the result of declines in interest rates that move many households over their refinancing thresholds, but as the consequence of time fixed effects that imply a lower probability that households are asleep in those quarters. Over the whole sample, the average probability that a household is asleep is 87 percent, with a standard deviation of 5 percent (that includes both cross-sectional variation and variation over time for a given household).

Cross-sectionally, there is a strong negative correlation between the probability that a household is asleep and psychological refinancing costs measured in monetary units. The correlation is \(-0.66\) in a typical quarter (using sample average time effects and mortgage age effects for the asleep probability), as reported in online Appendix Table B7 and illustrated in Figure B10. The reason, as we discuss in greater detail below, is that younger households with higher socioeconomic status are more likely to be awake but also have higher psychological refinancing costs in DKK. Thus time-dependent and state-dependent inaction are strongest for different types of households.

A caveat is that this negative correlation disappears when we measure the psychological increment to the refinancing threshold. The correlation is only \(-0.002\) between the probability that a household is asleep and the psychological threshold increment. The discrepancy arises because young households with high socioeconomic status tend to have larger mortgages whose refinancing thresholds are less sensitive to the level of refinancing costs in DKK. This point is further illustrated in online Appendix Figure B11, which shows the refinancing probabilities and density of refinancings for households with demographic characteristics that predict particularly high or low asleep probabilities. As expected, households that are predicted to be awake refinance promptly once they have modestly positive incentives, while households that are predicted to be asleep have much lower average refinancing probabilities which are also flatter as a function of incentives. The refinancing probabilities for both groups increase at similar levels of incentives, reflecting similar average psychological increments to refinancing thresholds for these two groups of households.

\[21\] While time effects are not the focus of our paper, we have verified using Google Trends that internet search activity for Danish refinancing terms moves closely with the refinancing rate (online Appendix Figure B8) and inversely with the cross-sectional average probability that households are asleep in each quarter (online Appendix Figure B9). It is also possible that social interactions, of the sort measured by Maturana and Nickerson (2019), contribute to the time effect.

\[22\] Online Appendix Table B8 estimates a restricted model in which the coefficient vectors \(\varphi\) and \(\chi\) are proportional to one another, strengthening the negative correlation between the probability that a household is asleep and its psychological refinancing costs. This model has a pseudo \(R^2\) statistic of 6.4 percent, 0.5 percent lower than the baseline model.
D. Cross-Sectional Variation in the Determinants of Slow Refinancing

We now turn to a more detailed analysis of the mapping between Danish households’ demographic characteristics, their probability of considering a refinancing, and their psychological refinancing costs. Table 3 reports estimates of all the demographic

![Figure 8. Model Implied Time-Dependent Inaction Probability](image)

*Notes:* This figure shows the model implied probability of households being subject to time-dependent inaction, estimated using the model in Table 3. The top panel shows a histogram of the distribution of the estimated time-dependent inaction probability across households, computed using a representative quarter, i.e., inputting the average mortgage age effect and average current quarter time effect estimated in the data. The bottom panel shows a box plot of the model implied estimated time-dependent inaction probability for each quarter of our data, i.e., inputting the time effect and mortgage age effect for each quarter listed on the vertical axis.
Table 3—Model with Heterogeneous Household Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>( \varphi )</th>
<th>( \chi )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.820 (0.004)</td>
<td>2.547 (0.026)</td>
<td>3.059 (0.026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random coefficient component</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single male household</td>
<td>-0.088 (0.025)</td>
<td>0.008 (0.017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single female household</td>
<td>-0.106 (0.027)</td>
<td>-0.107 (0.018)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married household</td>
<td>0.101 (0.016)</td>
<td>-0.039 (0.011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children in family</td>
<td>0.112 (0.015)</td>
<td>0.101 (0.011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrant</td>
<td>-0.101 (0.019)</td>
<td>0.163 (0.013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financially literate</td>
<td>-0.160 (0.023)</td>
<td>-0.018 (0.019)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family financially literate</td>
<td>-0.001 (0.014)</td>
<td>-0.093 (0.011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting married</td>
<td>-0.248 (0.055)</td>
<td>-0.070 (0.031)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having children</td>
<td>-0.106 (0.025)</td>
<td>-0.087 (0.016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of Northern Jutland</td>
<td>0.112 (0.018)</td>
<td>-0.280 (0.014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of Middle Jutland</td>
<td>0.082 (0.015)</td>
<td>-0.215 (0.011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of Southern Denmark</td>
<td>0.024 (0.016)</td>
<td>-0.100 (0.012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of Zealand</td>
<td>0.064 (0.017)</td>
<td>0.142 (0.012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demeaned rank of:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.094 (0.035)</td>
<td>0.783 (0.022)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of education</td>
<td>0.110 (0.021)</td>
<td>-0.251 (0.015)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>0.815 (0.035)</td>
<td>-0.763 (0.023)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial wealth</td>
<td>0.906 (0.025)</td>
<td>-0.242 (0.017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing wealth</td>
<td>0.636 (0.025)</td>
<td>-0.814 (0.017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonlinear transformation ( f(x) ), ( x ) is the demeaned rank of:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-1.323 (0.064)</td>
<td>-0.014 (0.037)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of education</td>
<td>0.275 (0.038)</td>
<td>-0.005 (0.027)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.401 (0.043)</td>
<td>0.615 (0.029)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial wealth</td>
<td>-0.896 (0.039)</td>
<td>0.150 (0.027)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing wealth</td>
<td>-0.546 (0.039)</td>
<td>0.380 (0.027)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current quarter dummies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage age dummies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R(^2)</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log-likelihood</td>
<td>-1,332,195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>9,351,183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: We estimate this specification using all households in Denmark with an unchanging number of household members, with a single fixed rate mortgage in the beginning of each year from 2010–2017. The dependent variable takes the value of 1 for a refinancing in a given quarter, and 0 otherwise. Each column lists the parameters of our model of refinancing. \( \exp(\beta) \), which does not depend on demographics, captures the responsiveness to incentives. \( \chi \) captures the probability that a household is asleep and does not respond to refinancing incentives, and the rows show its dependence on the listed demographic characteristics. And \( \varphi \) captures the level of psychological refinancing costs once again as a function of demographic characteristics. The coefficients include nonlinear transformations, \( f(x) \), of all the ranked control variables in addition to their levels, where \( f(x) = \sqrt{2x^2} \). Pseudo R\(^2\) is calculated using the formula \( R^2 = 1 - \mathcal{L}_1/\mathcal{L}_0 \), where \( \mathcal{L}_1 \) is the log-likelihood from the given model and \( \mathcal{L}_0 \) is the log-likelihood from a model which only allows for a constant probability of being asleep. Standard errors clustered at the level of households are reported in parentheses.

effects in our baseline model. Inspection of the coefficients on dummy variables in Table 3 shows that some demographic characteristics are associated with faster refinancing through both channels. Financial literacy of the household or the family has this effect, consistent with recent work highlighting the beneficial impacts of financial education on a range of household finance decisions (see, e.g., Haliassos, Jansson, and Karabulut 2020), as do life events such as getting married or having
On the other hand, there are also characteristics that move people closer to the rational benchmark in one dimension but further away in the other. For example, married couples are more likely to be awake but have higher psychological refinancing costs than unmarried couples, while immigrants have the opposite pattern.

Table 3 also reports the coefficients on ranked variables: age, education, income, financial wealth, and housing wealth. Previous literature has suggested that such variables may have nonlinear effects. For example Agarwal et al. (2009) report nonlinear effects of age on many financial decisions, with financial sophistication increasing among younger people as they gain experience, and decreasing among older people perhaps because of cognitive decline. We have tried two different ways to model such nonlinearities, either using a piecewise linear function with a kink at the median (achieved by adding the absolute value of the demeaned rank to the regression), or using a quadratic function (by adding twice the squared demeaned rank, a normalization that allows direct comparison of the coefficients in the two specifications). We find qualitatively similar results with either method and report the quadratic specification in the paper.

To understand the implied marginal effects of ranked variables, Figure 9 plots the variability in the estimated probability of being asleep, the estimated psychological costs of refinancing in DKK, and the estimated psychological increment to the refinancing threshold, as functions of the ranked variables. The figure is based on a two-step procedure in which the full model is used to estimate refinancing probability, and then the fitted refinancing probability is regressed on the demographic variables, including dummy variables, but excluding mortgage characteristics. This procedure implies that the effects of mortgage age and size covariation with demographic characteristics are attributed to those characteristics, rather than holding mortgage variables constant as demographic characteristics vary. It therefore conveys a more accurate impression of how implied behavior varies cross-sectionally in our model.

The top panel of Figure 9 shows that older households are more likely to be asleep, while households with higher education, income, financial wealth, and housing wealth are all less likely to be asleep. These patterns imply that a time-dependent model of inaction is consistent with the lower refinancing efficiency of older households and those with lower socioeconomic status that was illustrated in Figure 5.

The cross-sectional patterns are very different for psychological refinancing costs in DKK, shown in the middle panel of Figure 9. Middle-aged people have higher psychological refinancing costs than younger or older people. Households with higher education, income, financial wealth, and housing wealth all have somewhat higher psychological refinancing costs, helping to explain the negative correlation between these costs and the probability that a household is awake. The bottom panel of Figure 9 plots the psychological increment to the refinancing threshold rather than the costs that generate that increment. The cross-sectional patterns are similar in this panel.

The positive effect of life events on refinancing is surprising to the extent that life events raise the value of time. However, life events can induce households to reconsider and alter their financial strategies, as when married couples merge their bank accounts or new parents buy life insurance, and this may also stimulate refinancing.
One plausible interpretation of these patterns is that some of the psychological DKK refinancing costs estimated by our model correspond to the value of time spent planning and executing a refinancing, since the monetary value of time is likely higher for middle-aged people and for people with higher income and wealth. This interpretation can also explain the result shown in Table 3 that psychological DKK refinancing costs are higher for families with children.\footnote{An alternative behavioral interpretation of the middle panel of Figure 9 could be that households think of mortgage savings in proportional terms, and wait to refinance until the interest savings exceed the rational threshold by a given amount, regardless of the size of their mortgage. But under this interpretation all the lines in the bottom panel of Figure 9 should be flat: which is approximately true for education, but not for any of the other lines in the figure.}
In this section we verify that our results are not sensitive to our choice of mortgage sample, to the parameterization of the ADL optimal refinancing model, or to our decision to use the ADL model as our rational refinancing benchmark. We also compare the ADL threshold with the recommendations of Danish financial advisers, and with the behavior of those Danish households who refinance early in their cohort. Finally, we examine the robustness of our results to the logistic functional form assumed in our stochastic choice model.

Alternative Mortgage Samples.—Online Appendix Section C replicates Table 3 and Figures 4–6 and 8, excluding all cash-out and maturity extension refinancing from our sample. Online Appendix Section D excludes households that refinance from an FRM to an ARM from the sample, as strictly speaking, the ADL formula applies to FRM-to-FRM refinances. Online Appendix Section E restricts the mortgage sample to include only mortgages with principal value above DKK 250,000 and remaining maturity of at least 20 years. These larger and longer-maturity mortgages have refinancing thresholds that are less sensitive to parameter inputs and the choice of refinancing model. In all of these cases, our model delivers similar results to those reported in the paper.

Alternative Parameter Choices for the ADL Model and Behavioral Refinancing Model.—We have explored the sensitivity of the ADL threshold to changes in the...
assumed parameters. Online Appendix Figure F1 shows that a 50 percent reduction in the assumed interest-rate volatility $\sigma$ lowers the threshold by about 20 basis points on average, while Figure F2 shows that a 50 percent reduction in the household’s discount rate $\rho$ lowers it by less than 10 basis points. These changes are small enough to have very little impact on our conclusions about household behavior. Unsurprisingly, when we repeat our analysis with these two parameter modifications, in online Appendix Sections G and H, we obtain similar results to those in the paper.

Online Appendix Section I assumes a constant mortgage termination probability of 10 percent, rather than using the estimated mortgage termination probability for all households. This input to the ADL model affects the position of the optimal refinancing threshold, but does not affect the estimates greatly.

Online Appendix Section J allows demographic characteristics to affect the parameter $\beta$ that governs household responsiveness to incentives. Results in these cases are again similar to the base case. We have also considered a model in which households are more likely to be awake when interest rates cross discrete “round number” thresholds, but have not found any evidence of such effects.

Alternative Model of Optimal Refinancing.—In a more ambitious exercise, we recompute optimal refinancing thresholds using the approach of Chen and Ling (1989)—henceforth, CL—which differs from the ADL approach in several substantive ways. The CL model treats mortgages as having a finite maturity, with an early prepayment that occurs (in the absence of refinancing) at a known future date. The short-term interest rate is assumed to follow a geometric Brownian motion, and a term structure model is used to derive the corresponding mortgage rate.

Most importantly, in the CL model refinancing can only occur once, rather than multiple times. Our application of the ADL model ignores the fact that under Danish rules, a refinancing today reduces the value of future refinancing opportunities by increasing mortgage principal; but the CL model makes future refinancing impossible, and so (setting aside other differences between the two models), the difference between the CL and ADL thresholds provides an upper bound on the magnitude of this effect.

The CL model does not deliver an analytical formula for the optimal refinancing threshold, so we use numerical simulations to derive thresholds corresponding to a large number of mortgages with given parameters (including candidate psychological refinancing costs), and interpolate thresholds for other mortgages.

Online Appendix Section K discusses the CL model and our implementation of it in greater detail, and compares the CL and ADL refinancing thresholds in our sample. We find that the average difference between the ADL and CL thresholds is 18 basis points, the median difference is 14 basis points, the standard deviation of the difference is 35 basis points, and the interquartile range runs from $-9$ to 39.

25 The ADL and CL models are similar in one important respect: they both assume that mortgage borrowers are risk-neutral with respect to refinancing proceeds. We are not aware of any threshold models that allow for borrower risk aversion. Risk aversion would likely reduce the refinancing threshold (since refinancing today locks in an interest saving as opposed to waiting for a potentially larger but risky saving tomorrow), which would increase our estimates of psychological refinancing costs. However, if interest rates are positively correlated with household income, it is possible that delaying refinancing would insure income risk, in which case risk aversion could increase the threshold and lower our estimates of psychological refinancing costs.
basis points. The CL and ADL thresholds have a cross-sectional correlation of 0.85. Importantly, the differences between the two thresholds are large only for mortgages with lower principal and shorter maturities; these mortgages have high refinancing thresholds whose exact values are sensitive to assumptions, but for this very reason they do not play an important role in our analysis because both the CL and ADL models imply that they should not be refinanced.26

Online Appendix Section L replicates Table 3 and Figures 4–6 and 8 using CL thresholds in place of ADL thresholds. Online Appendix Section M repeats this exercise for the smaller sample of mortgages, already considered in online Appendix Section E, that have principal value above DKK 250,000 and remaining maturity of at least 20 years. There are some shifts in the curves relating ranked variables to psychological costs of refinancing measured in DKK, but no other changes worthy of note.

Reconciliation with Financial Advice and Prompt Refinancing Behavior.—We complement the CL analysis with two further reality checks on the ADL refinancing threshold. First, we verify that the shape of the ADL threshold illustrated in Figure 1 is broadly consistent with the recommendations of Danish financial advisers. A typical recommendation from the real estate advisory firm Bolius Boligejernes Videncentret (see https://www.bolius.dk/omlaegning-af-dit-realcreditlaan-17799/) is to refinance when (i) the difference between the old and the new coupon is at least 150 basis points, (ii) the outstanding principal is at least DKK 250,000, and (iii) the remaining time to maturity is at least 5 to 10 years. Mortgages with large outstanding principal and/or long remaining maturity are recommended to refinance at a lower coupon differential. In our sample period, the difference between the yield and the coupon on new mortgages is on average 36 basis points, implying from condition (i) that refinancing is advantageous when the difference between the old coupon and the new yield is 114 basis points. In comparison the median household in our sample has an ADL threshold of 75 basis points. While this is 39 basis points lower, we note that the average mortgage in our sample has greater outstanding principal (DKK 926,000) and a longer time to maturity (23 years) than the mortgage contemplated by Bolius.

Second, we check the relationship between the empirically measured incentives of prompt refinancers and the ADL threshold. To ensure that we pick up individuals who respond promptly to incentives, we conduct this exercise for loans issued in 2009:IV or later. We do so to avoid misclassifying sluggish households from early loan cohorts as prompt refinancers during our sample period.

For each cohort of issued loans, we define individuals as prompt refinancers if they are in the first few percent of households to refinance in a given loan cohort. We vary this percentage cutoff, picking the first 2.5 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent of households to refinance. We measure the average incentive for each such household,

26 Among mortgages with high principal and long maturity, the correlation between the ADL and CL thresholds is much lower. This is because such mortgages differ primarily in their exogenous termination probability, which is modeled as a constant hazard by ADL and as a shift in a known future termination date by CL. A higher termination probability raises the ADL refinancing threshold, but lowers the CL threshold by reducing the value of the option to wait for lower mortgage rates in the future. Online Appendix Section K discusses this phenomenon in greater detail. It does not affect our empirical results because both the ADL and CL thresholds for mortgages of this sort are small relative to the thresholds that trigger household refinancing in our data.
the interest saving relative to the ADL threshold, in the first quarter in the time series in which the percentage cutoff is hit.\textsuperscript{27}

When we average across loan cohorts using weights proportional to the number of loans issued in each cohort, we find that prompt refinancers classified with a 2.5 percent cutoff have a weighted average incentive of 24 basis points; the 5 percent cutoff yields 49 basis points, and a 10 percent cutoff, 64 basis points. This simple exercise produces average incentives for prompt refinancers that are quite small, which is consistent with the ADL formula approximately capturing the rational refinancing threshold in the Danish institutional setting. Online Appendix Section N provides more details about this exercise.

Functional Form of the Stochastic Choice Model.—Finally, we explore the effect of functional form misspecification on our parameter estimates. Online Appendix Section O uses a probability distortion, analogous to that used in behavioral finance models, to alter the assumed logistic distribution of the stochastic choice error. We estimate our model on data simulated from the misspecified model. We find that symmetric probability distortion has minimal effect on any of the parameters of our model, while an asymmetric distortion is picked up by our estimation procedure as an increase in the unconditional average probability that households are asleep and the unconditional average psychological refinancing cost. However, in no case does functional form misspecification have any major effect on the parameter estimates that capture cross-sectional variation in time-dependent and state-dependent inaction, which are the main concern of our paper.

F. Applying the Model

In this section we use our model to explore the effects on refinancing of various plausible alterations to the mortgage system in a hypothetical simulation. We consider a random sample of mortgage borrowers drawn from the Danish population at the start of our refinancing sample period in 2010:I. We lower the interest rate from the actual level by 172 basis points, a decline chosen to give 90 percent of the sample positive refinancing incentives relative to the ADL threshold. We fix the interest rate at this low level for three years, and track refinancing behavior over time in various alternative scenarios.

As a first exercise, we calculate the effects of different components of our model on aggregate refinancing rates and the refinancing efficiency of different types of borrowers. The top panel of online Appendix Figure B12 shows cumulative aggregate refinancing rates in a fully rational model with automatic refinancing at the ADL threshold, a pure state-dependent model with rational refinancing at the threshold augmented by our estimated psychological refinancing costs, a pure time-dependent model in which information-gathering costs lead to rational refinancing at the threshold augmented by our estimated psychological refinancing costs, a pure time-dependent model in which information-gathering costs lead to rational refinancing at the threshold augmented by our estimated psychological refinancing costs, a pure time-dependent model in which information-gathering costs lead to rational refinancing at the threshold augmented by our estimated psychological refinancing costs, a pure time-dependent model in which information-gathering costs lead to rational refinancing at the threshold augmented by our estimated psychological refinancing costs.

\textsuperscript{27} An example might make this easier to understand. The first loan cohort that we consider has an issue date of 2009:IV and contains 7,554 loans. In this cohort, 47 loans refinance in 2010:I, 73 in 2010:II, 398 in 2010:III, 503 in 2010:IV, and so on. The first quarter in which the 5 percent cutoff for prompt refinancing is exceeded is 2010:III, in which 5.2 percent of all loans in the 2009:IV cohort are refinanced. Thus, households in the 2009:IV cohort who refinanced their mortgages in 2010:III are classified as “prompt” refinancers, and we calculate their average incentives in that quarter to be 8 basis points.
ADL threshold only by households that are awake, and finally our baseline model. Unsurprisingly the cumulative refinancing rate for the fully rational model reaches 90 percent in the first quarter and stays there, while the cumulative refinancing rate in the state-dependent model with augmented thresholds is lower at just above 60 percent but has the same time pattern. A pure time-dependent model, by contrast, has a smoothly rising cumulative refinancing rate, and our model has the same time pattern at a lower level.

We also calculate the refinancing rates of different groups of borrowers as a fraction of the rational refinancing rates for the same groups. This is closely related to the measure of refinancing efficiency illustrated in Figure 3, although for simplicity we do not calculate interest savings. These refinancing efficiency measures can be calculated at any period of the simulation, and online Appendix Figure B12 reports results two years after the initial interest rate decline. Among households grouped by age, state-dependent inaction lowers the refinancing efficiency of middle-aged households relative to younger and older households, while time-dependent inaction lowers the refinancing efficiency of older households. In our full model the effect of time-dependent inaction dominates, just as we saw in the data in Figure 5. Among households grouped by income, state-dependent inaction lowers the refinancing efficiency of higher-income households, while time-dependent inaction lowers the refinancing efficiency of poorer households. Again, time-dependent inaction dominates in both the simulation and the data.

In Figure 10 we consider three modifications of the Danish mortgage system designed specifically to improve the refinancing efficiency of older and poorer households. These are compared with our baseline model of the current Danish mortgage system and with fully rational refinancing at the ADL threshold. The first modification (labeled R) rebates the fixed component of the mortgage refinancing fee (DKK 3,000) and removes the caps on the fees to make the mortgage refinancing fee proportional. This eliminates the tendency of smaller mortgages (which are disproportionately held by older and poorer households) to have higher ADL thresholds. The second modification advertises refinancing opportunities (lowers information-gathering costs) in such a way that one-half of all households who were asleep are woken up. The third modification combines these two policies.

The top panel of Figure 10 shows that waking households up is a much more powerful way to increase aggregate refinancing rates. This may not be surprising given the large size of the interest rate reduction we are considering, which is sufficient to give 90 percent of households an incentive to refinance relative to the ADL threshold. The second and third panels similarly show that waking households up, i.e., reducing time-dependent inaction, is the best way to improve the refinancing efficiency of older and poorer households, although refinancing rebates do have a larger effect on poorer households as one would expect.

These findings are relevant for the literature on the mortgage refinancing channel of monetary transmission (Agarwal et al. 2015, Auclert 2019, Beraja et al. 2019, Di Maggio et al. 2017). Expansionary monetary policy stimulates the economy in part by lowering mortgage rates, which in turn increases household consumption. However, in a fixed-rate mortgage system lower mortgage rates relieve the budgets only of households that refinance their mortgages. Such budget relief is persistent, and therefore should stimulate consumption roughly one-for-one for households
that have either no binding borrowing constraints (permanent income consumers) or fixed and binding borrowing constraints. To the extent that budget relief relaxes borrowing constraints by permitting households to extract home equity, or to increase uncollateralized borrowing, the effect on consumption may initially exceed the effect on budget relief. Refinancing failures by poorer households limit the pass-through from declining mortgage rates to consumption, and particularly do so to the extent that poorer households are more likely to face borrowing constraints that can be relaxed by budget relief. Policies to mitigate such refinancing failures, by reducing information-gathering costs or even refinancing mortgages automatically, therefore have the potential to increase the effectiveness of monetary policy stimulus during economic downturns.

Figure 10. Policy Experiments
IV. Conclusion

In this paper we document and empirically model the sources of households’ slow mortgage refinancing behavior. We do so in Denmark, a context that is particularly advantageous for studying this type of household behavior because the Danish mortgage system places no restrictions on refinancing that does not involve cash-out. In this unique setting, households that neglect opportunities to substantially reduce their mortgage costs are not constrained, and are leaving money on the table. This provides an opportunity to acquire insights into the underlying sources of household inaction, especially since the Danish statistical system allows us to measure the demographic and economic characteristics of households in great detail.

We begin by considering a pure state-dependent model which adds fixed psychological costs to the direct financial costs of refinancing, and thereby increases the threshold that triggers refinancing. While such a model can fit any observed behavior in a single cross-section of the data, it imposes strong restrictions in a panel that are rejected in our data. We therefore build a model which also allows a simple form of time-dependent inaction, a probability less than one that a household considers a refinancing at any incentive, to affect refinancing decisions.

Our estimates of psychological refinancing costs are greatest for middle-aged households and those with high financial wealth. This cross-sectional pattern is consistent with the view that such costs may in part capture the value of time spent executing a refinancing. In contrast, we estimate that older households and those with lower education, income, housing wealth, and financial wealth are all less...
likely to consider a refinancing at any incentive. This behavior is consistent with the view that these households have high costs of gathering mortgage market information, and it is the primary reason why such households achieved low interest savings from refinancing during our sample period, relative to the savings achievable with an optimal refinancing strategy.

One might be concerned that these patterns are sensitive to the ADL formula we have used as our rational benchmark for refinancing. To address this concern, we have shown that Danish households who refinance promptly (in the first few percent of households whose old mortgages carry the same interest rate) do so at interest savings similar to the ADL threshold. We have also recomputed all thresholds using an alternative model of optimal refinancing due to Chen and Ling (1989), and obtain similar results. Our conclusion is that while different assumptions can have noticeable effects on optimal refinancing thresholds, they cannot make a large enough difference to account for the slow refinancing rates observed in the Danish data or to substantially alter the cross-sectional patterns in time- and state-dependent refinancing that we document.

Both our methodology and our findings have relevance beyond the context of this paper. We believe that the mixture model we have used to estimate time-dependent slow refinancing is a promising econometric method for estimating the prevalence of behavioral biases in the population, and a useful alternative to the competing-risks proportional hazard framework of Deng, Quigley, and Van Order (2000) for modeling heterogeneous prepayment behavior.

Our findings reinforce concerns that financial capabilities deteriorate late in life (Agarwal et al. 2009) and that poorer households make worse financial decisions (Campbell 2006; Calvet, Campbell, and Sodini 2009b; Badarina, Campbell, and Ramadorai 2016), contributing to inequality of wealth (Piketty 2014; Bach, Calvet, and Sodini 2015; Campbell 2016; Campbell, Ramadorai, and Ranish 2019).

Finally, our results imply that the effect of expansionary monetary policy on household consumption is weakened in economies with predominantly fixed-rate mortgages, not only by barriers to refinancing that may result from low credit scores and house prices, as emphasized by Agarwal et al. (2015), Beraja et al. (2019), and Di Maggio et al. (2017), but also by the slow reaction of many households to refinancing opportunities.
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